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About dudka.agency

Dudka.Agency was founded in 2009. The main idea and 

mission have always incorporated the perception of design 

and development as a tool for achieving clients’ goals. 


Our mission is to help those who want to change the world. 

Most of our clients are either pioneers who maintain 

leadership positions in their respective fields or are driven 


by their unique vision.

12
y e a r s

we have completed more than 200 different 

projects, among them dozens of clients from 

Ukraine, CIS countries, Europe, and the USA. 


Our clients and partners

During these years, we have completed many interesting 


and challenging projects. We are proud that we work 


with clients all over the world.

We take pride in working with global or regional organizations 


(UN, Kernel, Prozorro) and working with organizations that 

innovate to change established paradigms (Govhsop, 

Censeo, Facteus). We are especially proud of our work with 

Ukrainian clients who produce world-class products 

(Blanche, Kadroom). We do not choose our clients by scale – 

we are also interested in small, boutique projects where 


we can be helpful to our clients.



Area of expertise and team

We are engaged in branding and all types of work 


in graphic design and the development of sites and web 

applications, including related tasks (search engine 

optimization, naming, copywriting, etc.). Our specialization 

is flexibility and the ability to delve into complex tasks 

requiring special attention or special qualifications.

Our team now consists of 45 experts. We also have 

long-term partnerships with several freelance 

professionals and organizations that we engage 


in cases where the scope of the task goes beyond 


our specialization.

Methodology of work

We believe that the main task in our work is to help 


the client solve their business problem or their goal with 


the arsenal of methods that are available to us within our 

competence. We are primarily consultants for our clients, 

and we are aware that business is a constantly changing 

environment. 

Therefore, we prefer long-term contractual relationships 

with customers based on Time & Materials. We define 


the scope of tasks for the medium term, offer the scope 


of the contract and then operate with tasks and priorities 

that the client can change at any time.

We do not choose our clients by scale. We are also interested in small, boutique projects where we can be 

helpful to our clients. We do not work with political and religious organizations for ideological reasons.



MENORAH
A G R O H O L D I N G

A Ukrainian agricultural holding that is focused on working 


with clients from the Mediterranean region and the countries  

of Southeast Asia. While designing the website, the main task 

was to impress and be remembered by emphasizing 


the company's attitude towards its activities, not its scale.

At the beginning of the work, the logo existed and was used 


on several materials, so the requirement was limited 


to restyling. The logo that was provided to us looked like this.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e-M04cj2OIJ85y9ATyXb9-K-Aokg5G3L/view?usp=sharing
https://menorahagro.com/


The project was supported by the International 

Organization for Migration (IOM) and funded by the 

Government of Japan. The main task is to develop 


an interactive educational quest on safe employment 


and combating human trafficking. Users of the site learn 

the necessary information and practical skills to combat 

slavery when working abroad in the form of games.

Stickers

The studio has developed a sticker pack – the assimilated 

information remains a useful reminder in a fairly popular 

messenger.

https://quest.stoptrafficking.org/
https://t.me/addstickers/IOM_Stikers


We collaborated with the Ukrainian premium-class 

furniture manufacturer with its own design bureau 


and production. During our web-design process, 


the main task was to create among users the feeling 


that they are not just buying the furniture but rather 

becoming involved in the brand's philosophy, which 

crystallizes in the slogan: Details that matter.

Each product page contains many details. The virtual


product configurator was recently launched. The first 

thing that had to be done was to form a brand vision, 

and that's what we did.

https://blanche.ua/en/


Public Spend Forum envisions an “open 


government market” where government programs 

and buyers can efficiently access the best solutions 

and the “right companies” for their needs in a timely 

and cost-effective manner. PSF is enabling open 

government markets by providing deep market 

intelligence, a set of tools, and ecosystem services.

https://www.publicspendforum.net/


Facteus is a leading provider of actionable insights 


from financial data. Through its innovative, patent-

pending synthetic data process, Facteus safely 

transforms raw financial transaction data from legacy 

technologies into actionable information, which 


can be used for machine learning, artificial intelligence, 

data monetization and other strategic use cases 

without compromising data privacy.

Dudka.Agency collaborates with Facteus on several 

projects, mostly prominent in design and 

development for Enlightmint. 

https://www.figma.com/proto/p31Vomx0TUnomF1AekHM9h/Site-2.0?node-id=408%3A2261&viewport=-5309%2C-1897%2C1.9832364320755005&scaling=scale-down-width


Sketch of the redesign of the main page of the site.  

The client creates graphics and art for game solutions. 

We were asked how to demonstrate a “wow-effect” 

feeling to the site using only those works 


of the company that are not closed by the NDA. 

https://www.figma.com/proto/olX0GP2iAuwI0g0ifQEKKQ/Site-design?node-id=111%3A324&scaling=scale-down-width


The site-continuation of the exhibition “Expectations  

VS Reality” under the auspices of the UN. The main 

task is to speak about labor exploitation, violence, 


and slavery in Ukraine while avoiding excessive gloom. 

Also, duplicate and continue the real stories of people 

who have found themselves in such situations. These 

stories exist on large printed boards in the exhibition’s 

physical space, but without the ending, which can be 

read on the website using a QR code. A separate task 

was to convey a sense of the stories of real people 

while not using photographs of the victims.



A platform with available services for psychological 

support of Ukrainian men and women in times of crisis. 

The studio’s task was to develop a system application 

through which  the therapist would be able 


to accompany the client fully. In turn, every Ukrainian 


has the opportunity to find a specialist who meets their 

request and get help.

The project was created on a charitable basis together


with the Community Foundation and the BrainCult 

Mental Health Center. The developed application 


is already helping thousands of Ukrainians suffering 


from the war.

https://resiliencehub.com.ua/


“Eyes of war” is a charity project, the idea of which 

originated in our studio. The purpose of the site is to draw 


the attention of the world community to the full-scale 

invasion of Russia on the territory of Ukraine. The target 

audience of the project is the American and European 

communities.

The main idea is to tell the personal stories of Ukrainians 

who met the war at different times and under different 

circumstances. The texts and photos on the site aim 


to return the focus of the audience, who are tired 


of the news, to the topic of war and its consequences 


for Ukrainians.

https://eyesofwar.me/en


The Kyiv Independent is Ukraine’s leading English-language 

media outlet, created by the journalists who had been fired 

from the Kyiv Post for defending editorial independence.

Our main idea for the branding accent was a style element: 

the blue line. It is used as an underline, strikethrough,  

and outline. Another style element is the background 

contrast between white, black and blue. Our studio creates 

excellent design solutions in branding, UX, and UI for your 

site to create a unique visual identity of any complexity.  

The branding case for this Ukrainian media shows  

this very clearly.

https://kyivindependent.com/


An interactive web application for the Daikin summer 

climate advertising campaign. The main goal is 


to clearly show the potential buyer the quality 


and benefits of our client's air conditioning systems.

Advertising on interactive panels and the Internet 

attracts the buyer to a game in which he must make 

Mars fit for life with the help of home appliances. 


The process is addictive with its realistic graphics, 

concise plot and popular themes, which increases 

the visibility and loyalty to the Daikin brand.

https://help-elon.com/?lang=en


An interactive quest for the Black Friday advertising 

campaign for the Hansa home appliance brand. 


The project aims to capture the focus of the information 

field on the customer's brand and increase the visibility


of Hansa products among Ukrainians.

The advertising campaign took the form of a quiz, 

which resulted in selecting the perfect set of products 

from our client and offering dishes that can be 

prepared with Hansa. The game format and the ability 

to get a personalized set of equipment have increased 

the popularity and expanded the fan base 


of the client’s brand.

https://hansaquiz.com.ua/en


The logo and fundamental corporate identity for Mangosoft, 

which specializes in software development. The previous logo 

 The main task was to carry out the reform 


of the brand. After this stage of work, it became clear that  

the logo's primary mission would be to show the combination  

of a sense of the company's scale on one hand and high 

flexibility and manufacturability on the other, with a certain 

minimum amount of self-irony. The logo also exists 


as an animated version.

looked like this.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NMg-GjUhXujD8Mffn8sg56snK2-zc6zL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1i_vqTh2ERyKab98xRsJ36aPUoGFgV2NO/view?usp=sharing


The development of corporate identity 


and application for an online wine consultant. 


The application will work on tablets in liquor stores. 

It helps you choose the best wine according to your 

preferences or meals and recommends  

the best combination.

Login: wine-genie / Password: 776F7VYP

http://wine-genie.idudka.com/home/


A website for the Ukrainian tour operator that is providing 

a wide range of tours and fulfilling clients' requests 


and wishes. The company philosophy is professionalism, 

which means quality and efficiency of service, reliability, 

first-hand information, and individual approach. 


The company also organizes business trips abroad. 


The goal is to provide the client with the most 

advantageous and comfortable business travel scenario.

https://www.oktour.com.ua/


Site for a consulting company that provides 

services to government organizations in the United 

States. The main task was to feel the seriousness, 

scale, and level of the company. Simultaneously, 


it was necessary to show determination and focus 


on the result, i.e., so that there is no feeling that this 


is “another company immersed in bureaucracy.”


https://censeoconsulting.com


An American service, the main task of which is to simplify 


the selection and the search of contractors for American 

government organizations. On the one hand, the main task 

was to convey manufacturability and information 


and analytical components, on the other hand, to make 


the style friendly, so that it would seem that in this service, 


a difficult task usually would be completed more 

comfortably and faster.

Subsequent implementations of the style

An example of adaptation for advertising materials

https://govshop.publicspendforum.net/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1hQ-l4UOiASpPt54wuMm1gICFcunoe0XV?usp=sharing


An escape room franchise that is top-2 in Ukraine


in terms of scale. The main task was to immerse


the user in the atmosphere of cinematic quests to create 


an expressive visual style without any conspicuous 

semantic elements that may interfere with transmitting 

the unique atmosphere of individual quests. Besides, 

from a technological point of view, the site we designed 

collects detailed statistics on all reservations and user 

actions to create a convenient system for evaluating, 

viewing, and booking quests. 

An internal advertising management system has been 

developed (to generate promotional codes, etc.). 


In addition to design, we collaborate with the client 


on shaping a brand vision.

https://kadroom.com/en/


We collaborated with the client on developing a corporate 

identity, positioning, and slogan for a take-away coffee


shop chain in Kyiv. Kelem Coffee means strong coffee


in the Indigenous American language. Therefore the logo 

depicts a portrait of a Native American – the leader.


The slogan was developed by inheriting the idea of Native 

American culture – "Coffee of the Big Leader." As a corporate 

identity, we have developed a logo, business cards, cup 

designs, and coffee house designs where various figures 

related to Indian culture are carved from trees.



SBSB positioned itself mainly as an international, 

respectable, and experienced company for the CIS 

countries. However, in the European market, SBSB 

faced competition from companies that would easily 

surpass it in any of these features. So the new 

branding concepts were adopted, with the following 

position points: easy-going, transparent, and 

resultative. The slogan, "Your Business. Our Worries", 

and the new light and bright visual style differentiate 

the company from most competitors by providing 


a beneficial introduction to the modern market.

https://sb-sb.cz/en


Thought out down  
to the very last detail dudka.agency

https://dudka.agency?utm_source=portfolio&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=site_advertisement

